2020-2021 ASUM Kaimin Questionnaire: Pres/VP Candidates

Name: _____________________________________________ Pronouns: ____________________________

Email: ______________________________________ Phone # (optional): __________________________

Expected Graduation Semester: ________________________ Hometown: ____________________________

Major(s): __________________________________________ Minors(s): _____________________________

1. What student groups, programs, or activities are you involved in?

2. What experience (if any) do you have in leadership?

3. What group(s) of students do you feel you can most effectively represent?

4. Do you have any experience with ASUM? What problems do you see with ASUM? How would you address those problems?

5. How will your role with ASUM help you to serve UM students, specifically those you feel you can represent most?

6. What are you hoping to accomplish if elected? Explain the changes you’re going to make.

7. What do you think about the ASUM Student Group Coordinator (SGC) position? How would you work with the SGC to better serve student groups at the university?